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Camp Capers



The reason we are here



1st stop, visitor center

Lodge and Meeting Room



We visit and visit…



…visit…

Just waiting to eat



Tuesday, we eat; would you believe steak, roasted potatoes 

and asparagus?



Wes explains the plan and…

works on the projector.



Dr. Larry Williams begins the lessons based on the movie, 

The Giver. This is a story where after a horrible conflict, communities were 

established, where there was no violence or evil, but also, there was no 

emotion, or love, just peace?  



Time to visit some more…



Wednesday morning with coffee, 

waiting for breakfast…as more arrive.



Breakfast at last.



A moment of reflection from Tim, the one 

who introduced us to Camp Capers.



Setup again… again, how does this thing work?



Watching a clip from The Giver



Now I understand; it is clear. Don’t you see? 



Wednesday afternoon free time:

The amphitheater on the Guadalupe and two for a walk.



Fellow Voyagers meet



A really neat suspension foot bridge



That free time is tiring; now some rest and visiting.



More rest and visiting and handiwork.



Cool!                                   What a view.



This is how Chris Buckingham see a tree, cool. I wonder how God sees the tree.



This is how I caught the fish.
It is hard to believe that this little 

fish fed the whole crew with 

salmon for dinner. But it was not 

the first time. Praise God!



Waiting to eat that salmon



The classic group picture. What a special group. Thank you for being here.



The beautiful sunset Wednesday evening shot by Buckingham.

Was this a show given to us by God or the earth giving the show for God and us?



Phot by Shaun of Buckingham taking his picture.



Getting ready for the last night session



Wednesday night round table discussion. Testimony and stories 

shared and new memories formed. God was with us.



Why do we have to leave something so warm and nice?



Was this large beautiful butterfly on my door number a sign 

from God that He was pleased with our gathering? 



Our last breakfast. Our Father in heaven…..



One more cup of coffee and then complete the survey. 

Did you like Camp Capers; I really did.



Preparing for the last session and the meaning of the drawing



Les has now mastered the video.



The last session is about to start.



One last comment.



One last story to tell.



And a few more stories over here.



How about we sing to close?



Phyllis leads the singing.



The final song.



Final comments by Les.



One last visit. Why must this end?



Larry and Linda, our very special guest. Thanks to Bill for 

introducing them to us.


